Mechanical Engineering
A ij = ∂ % u
Unfiltered full velocity gradient tensor (Δ=0)
Restricted Euler dynamics in (inertial range of) turbulence:
• Filtered Navier-Stokes equations: 
SGS, subfilter
• Take gradient:
• Filtered Navier-Stokes equations:
Self-interaction Anisotropic Pressure Hessian
Anisotropic subgrid-scale + viscous effects 
• Invariants (Cantwell 1992):
• Singularity in finite time, but Another simplifications: Velocity increments
Rate of change of longitudinal velocity increment, following the flow (both end-points in linearized flow):
Velocity increments: Lagrangian evolution
Velocity increments: Lagrangian evolution 
Can be evaluated from advected delta-vee system δu P u (δu) Vorticity in 2D is intermittent
